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About 
Steamist
The Steamist Generator is a quality product of Steamaster USA, 
a leading manufacturer of steam equipment for over 50 years.

Today, the Steamist Generator has gained world wide 
recognition for its excellence in reliability, making it one of the 
most desirable products of its kind in the market place, with 
thousands being used world wide for domestic and commercial.

The Steamist Generator is small enough to fit in a vanity unit 
but powerful enough for the largest enclosures without a lack of 
style with a choice of stylish low voltage controls.

Why add steam 
to your life?
An in-home steam shower can be a special place, a source of 
comfort you look forward to each day. If you step into steam 
feeling tired or sore, chances are you’ll come out feeling 
replenished, physically and mentally. These are just a few of the 
ways Steamist can help you.
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Relax
Steam soothes sore muscles and promotes 
flexibility, whilst releasing tension from a hard day. 
Steam also helps you fall asleep faster, sleep more 
soundly and wake feeling refreshed and ready for 
a new day.

Restore
Steam fuels blood flow throughout the body to 
detoxify and release impurities. It provides relief 
from allergies, asthma and other respiratory 
problems as well as skin problems such as 
eczema and acne.

Renew
Steam hydrates dry skin with warm, penetrating 
moisture. Restore opens pores bringing back 
nutrients to the skin’s surface, enhancing collagen 
production, creating healthy, smooth skin while 
lessening the effects of aging.

Embrace the Power of Steam
STEAMIST.CO.UK4



Steam GENERATOR 
SIZING GUIDE

EXAMPLE 

1. Cubic Metre

 1.5 x 1.8 x 2.4 = 6.48m3 

2. Material Adjustment

 6.48 x 2.0 = 12.96m3 

3. Exterior Wall Adjustment

 12.96 x 1.1 = 14.25m3 

4. Select a Generator

 SM-12/ TSG-12 because its output is up to15.6m3 which is higher 
than our Adjusted Cubic Metre. 

These variables are for optimum performance, if your walls and ceiling 
are constructed of a cement based insulation board there would be no 
need for Additions. If you are unsure feel free to contact us.

With the calculation shown below, we have included an example based on 
a steam room sized 1.5m L x 1.8m W x 2.4m H, constructed of solid brick 
or concrete with one exterior wall. Clad in marble and with the door shut 
you kind of create a fridge. You can consider heating the floor or seat to 
help keep the temperature of the room. 

Measure and then Multiply the Length x Width x Height 
(in Metres) 

1. Make adjustments to Cubic Footage to determine Total Room Volume. 
For natural stone or marble, multiply by 2.0 

 OR

 For ceramic or porcelain tile, glass multiply by 1.35

2. For one exterior wall such as glass door multiply by 1.1 for two 
exterior walls, multiply by 1.3.

3. Select a generator with a “Maximum Cubic Metre Range” that is equal 
to or greater than your Adjusted Cubic Metre. In this example we 
have an Adjusted Cubic Metre of 14.25m3

Note: For optimum performance ceiling height should not exceed 2.5m 
(3m max) and must be sloped or barrelled effect to stop water droplets. 
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INTRODUCING 
TOTAL Sense
1. STEAM SHOWER GENERATOR

 The heart of the system sized to your 
steam shower space. Compact design 
permits installation in a cupboard, closet, 
an insulated attic or basement. Steamist 
offers SM Plus Generators, or premium-
grade Total Sense Generators, featuring 
InstaMist® technology.

2. STEAMHEAD

 Smoothly and evenly surrounds you with 
soothing, therapeutic warmth. The 3199 
Steamhead comes standard with every 
Steamist Digital Control in a matching finish.

3. DIGITAL CONTROL

 Steamist offers you a variety of control 
options to mount inside of the steam 
shower.

 All controls permit the programming of 
two user preference profiles.

4. AROMASENSE™ SPA OPTION 
MODULE

 Stores and adds either of two fragrant 
essential oils into the steam line.

5. CHROMASENSE™ SPA OPTION 
MODULE & LIGHT FIXTURE

 Provides a choice of “white light” plus 6 
different colour effects.

6. AUDIOSENSE™ SPA OPTION 
MODULE & SPEAKERS

 Plays music from any Bluetooth-enabled 
device. 550 Digital Control streams music 
from Spotify.

7. SHOWERSENSE™ SPA OPTION VALVE

 Enables installation of 3 different shower 
outlets, with just one digital control.

A basic steam shower system has three components: the Steam Generator, in-shower Digital Control 
and Steamhead. To enhance the experience, Steamist also offers four Total Sense™ Spa Options as 
well as in-shower seats and other accessories. Steamist systems deliver great installation flexibility; 
components can be installed in a closet or other small space near the steam shower.
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TOTAL
Sense 
GENERATORS
Steamist offers Total Sense™ or SM Plus 
Steam Generators. Both have a stainless 
steel tank for years of reliable service, as 
well as save water and energy. The average 
20-minute steam shower uses less than 
one gallon of water. Compare that to a 
whirlpool tub that holds a minimum of 40 
gallons of pre-heated water.

TOTAL SENSE ALLOWS YOU TO:

+ All models allow the user to enjoy one or more 
Steamist Total Sense Spa Options

+ Compact design permits generator installation in 
a cupboard a closet or an insulated roof space or 
basement

+ Cable included with generator

+ Extended Limited Warranty

+ UL Listed

TOTAL SENSE GENERATORS FEATURE INSTAMIST® AND 
STEADYSTEAM™

The user can activate the InstaMist® feature using any Steamist digital 
control, you will get quick-response steam. Roughly within 60 seconds the 
steam shower will start heating up. 

Quiet, continuous SteadySteam technology maintains steam shower 
environment at the user’s pre-set level, without uncomfortable  
temperature spikes.

In addition, multiple Total Sense generators can be linked together to 
cover larger steam showers.

TSG-7 Shown in image
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TOTAL SENSE ™  SM PLUS ALL GENERATORS | ELECTRICAL | DIMENSIONS

PRODUCT 
CODE PRICE kW M3

PRODUCT 
CODE PRICE kW M3

ELECTRICAL
WEIGHT DIMENSIONS

VOLTS AMPS 1-PHASE 
BREAKER**

SMP-5 £2055 5 2.8 240 21 30

30 lbs. 
15”L x 6”W x 15.5”H

TSG-7 £3000 7.5 6.2 SMP-7 £2640 7.5 6.2 240 31 40

TSG-10 £3585 10 12.7 SMP-10 £3180 10 12.7 240 42 50

TSG-12 £3975 12 15.6 SMP-12 £3780 12 15.6 240 50 60 41 lbs. 
17.75”L x 7.5”W x 15.5”HTSG-15 £4110 15 19 SMP-15 £3870 15 19 240 63 80

Steam GENERATORS
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STREAMING MUSIC CONNECTIVITY

The 550 is programmed for connectivity with Spotify and Bluetooth. If 
you have Steamist AudioSense™ spa option, you can link with Spotify so 
you can listen to your favourite artist and music genres as you enjoy your 
steam shower. 550M-PC-BK | CHROME TRIM, BLACK ACCENT

STEAMIST.CO.UK10



The 550 is Steamist most advanced control system. 
Upgraded features bring the user increased flexibility in use:

+ A large high-definition touchscreen display 

+ Multiple-language display capability 

+ Easily adjustable display font sizes 

+ Can be installed in Portrait (vertical) or Landscape 
(horizontal) orientation

Compatible with Steamist TSG or SM Plus steam generators, 
the 550 can operate all Total Sense™ Spa Options.

+ Programmable for two user profiles including 
temperature, duration and spa option preferences+

+ Dual-temperature sensor technology for superior 
temperature accuracy

+ 3199 Steamhead included in matching finish

+  Built-in mySteamist Wi-Fi

When installed with a TSG steam generator, it also allows the 
user to turn the selectable InstaMist® feature on and off.

550 DIGITAL Control
Polished Chrome  
550-PC | £1410

Designer Finishes
550-XX | £1752

6 Finishes See page 15

550M with black 
accent 

Add BK to model 
number: 
ex: 550M-XX-BK

BUILT-IN MYSTEAMIST WI-FI INTERFACE
The 550 is equipped to link with the mySteamist application for 
your Apple or Android device. With mySteamist, you’ll be able to 
activate pre-programmed user profiles within your home network. 
Steamist gives you mobile flexibility at no additional cost!

550 TRANSITIONAL  
4.1” H x 6.2” W x 0.3” D

550M MODERN, WITH 
BLACK ACCENT 
3.4” H  x 5.6” W x 0.3” D
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450-PC | TRANSITIONAL TRIM 250-PC | TRANSITIONAL TRIM 250R-PC | ROUND TRIM
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450 DIGITAL CONTROL

The 450 control is compatible with Steamist TSG or SM 
Plus steam generators, and can operate all Total Sense™ 
Spa Options.

+ Touchscreen display

+ Programmable for two user profiles including 
temperature,  duration and spa option preferences

+ Dual-temperature sensor technology for superior 
accuracy

+ 3199 Steamhead included in matching finish

+ Optional mySteamist Wi-Fi compatibility

When installed with a TSG steam generator, it also allows 
the user to turn the InstaMist® feature on and off.

250 DIGITAL CONTROL

The 250 control is only compatible with Steamist TSG or 
SM Plus steam generators, but will not operate any Total 
Sense™ Spa Options.

+ Programmable for two user temperature profiles 
with selectable timer

+ Dual-temperature sensor technology for superior 
accuracy

+ 3199 Steamhead included in matching finish

When installed with a TSG steam generator, it also allows 
the user to turn the InstaMist® feature on and off.

450 AND 250 CONTROLS:  
DUAL SENSORS FOR 
CONTINUOUS COMFORT

Steamist’s dual-temperature sensor 
technology (patent pending) gives 
the 450 and 250 controls superior 
accuracy…reading the steam shower 
environment and adjusting to maintain 
your programmed temperature 
throughout each steam shower session. 

450/250

250R ROUND  
4” Diameter

450 TRANSITIONAL 
4.5” H x 4.5” W x 0.4” D

250 TRANSITIONAL 
3.7” H x 3.7” W x 0.625” D

Polished Chrome  
450-PC | £960

Designer Finishes
450-XX | £1194

6 Finishes See page 15

mySteamist 
Wi-Fi Option

| £315

Polished Chrome  
250-PC 
250R-PC 

| £840 

Designer Finishes
250-XX 
250R-XX

| £1008

5 Finishes See page 15
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Designer FINISHES

450-PN | Polished Nickel

450-BB | Brushed Bronze

250-PB | Polished Brass

450-PG | Polished Gold

450-BN | Brushed Nickel

450-ORB | Oil-Rubbed Bronze

STEAMIST.CO.UK14



FINISHES AND PRODUCT CODE SUFFIXES

PRODUCT 
CODES

Polished 
Chrome 

(PC)

Polished 
Nickel 
(PN)

Brushed 
Nickel 
(BN)

Polished 
Gold (PG)

Polished 
Brass (PB)

Brushed 
Bronze 
(BB)

OilRubbed
Bronze 
(ORB)

CONTROLS

550      
SH-550      

550M, WT, BK   
SH-550M, WT, BK   

450 & 450T      
SH-450 & SH-450T      

250 & 250R     
220, 220T, 220R       

STEAMHEADS

3199       
3199M (Modern)   
3199M (Round)     
BLSH (Bilateral)      

CHROMASENSE 
TRIM RINGS TSCH Standard     
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CHROMA
Sense
Adding colour to the steam shower can serve as chromotherapy 
to bring about positive change to your physical or psychological 
condition. Or you can simply consider colour part of your personal 
oasis of luxury. With ChromaSense, the 550 or 450 control can 
turn you on to a spectrum of effects to improve your day in 
different ways.

+ High-powered recessed LED light fixture – 4.25” diameter

+ White light equivalent to a 50-watt incandescent bulb

STEAMIST.CO.UK16



ChromaSense Spa Option with Solid Brass Trim Ring 
with Polished Chrome Finish

£834 | TSCH

Additional light for TSCH

£534 | TSCH-ADDL

Optional Designer Finish Trim Ring

£102 | TSTR-XX

SOULFUL
Soothing

CREATIVE
Increases Awareness

ENERGIZE
Increases Metabolism

RELAX
Tranquillizing & Calming

BLISS
Stabilizes Emotions

HARMONY
Reduces Anxiety

WHITE LIGHT 6 Finishes See page 15

With one shower light fixture, ChromaSense gives you 
the choice of selecting white light or six colour effects 
in the steam shower.
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AROMA
Sense
Infuse your steam experience with fragrant essential oils. 
For centuries aromatherapy has demonstrated remarkable 
therapeutic powers, from relaxing body and spirit to 
soothing respiration to sparking creativity. Only AromaSense 
adds 100% undiluted essential oils to the steam shower, 
ensuring your pure pleasure.

AROMASENSE MODULE:

+ Holds two easily replaceable 100ml essential oil 
canisters, allowing you to select your favourite scent 
without leaving your steam shower.

+ Connects into steamline and needs to be located in a 
closet or utility room near the steamhead.

+ 11.875” H x 8.125” W x 5.25” D

STEAMIST.CO.UK18



RENEW | AS3-100
Comforts and revives the soul.  

Essential oils: cedarwood Virginia, grapefruit, Peru balsam, 
lavendin, lime, sweet basil, elemi, clary sage, angelica root 

ENERGIZE | AS4-100
Stimulates and empowers the mind.  

Essential oils: rosemary, lemongrass, orange, ginger root, 
red grapefruit, mandarin orange, cinnamon leaf

RESPIRATORY | AS5-100
Soothes the respiratory system.  

Essential oils: sage, hyssop, eucalyptus globules, spruce 
needle, eucalyptus radiate, thyme, myrtle

ESSENTIAL OIL CANISTERS 
100ml
Sold separately. We recommend two canisters be 
purchased with the AromaSense module.  

RESTORE | AS1-100
Refreshes and renews the spirit.  

Essential oils: orange California, pine needle, ho-
oil, frankincense, patchouli, cistus labdanum, vetiver, 
cedarwood Virginia

RELAX | AS2-100
Balances mood, clears the mind.  

Essential oils: lavender, lavendin super, orange, geranium, 
cedarwood, marjoram, frankincense

AromaSense Spa Option

£1122 | TSA

AromaSense Essential Oil Canisters 
– 100ml

£111 each
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With AudioSense, you can enjoy your favourite music in the 
steam shower from any Bluetooth enabled music steaming 
device. Speakers sold separately.

AUDIOSENSE ALLOWS YOU TO:

+ Select your audio input

+ Activate preset memory settings

+ Adjust bass, treble, balance and volume

+ Skip forward/backward through your playlist, 
pause/play audio

+ Compatible with 550 or 450 controls 

+ 550 can link directly to your Spotify

+ Compact design, with high-powered amplifier and 
wireless receiver

+ 8.5” H x 6” W x 2” D

AUDIO
Sense

STEAMIST.CO.UK20



AUDIOSENSE SPA OPTION

£894 | TSMU 

CLASSIC SPEAKERS (2) 
Surface mount  
5.25” diameter   
8” outside diameter

£330 | TSS-CL

INVISIBLE SPEAKERS (2) 

Installed out of sight and transmit 
sound through the wall. 
3-1/2” diameter 

£342 | TSS-IN
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SHOWER 
Sense
The Ultimate 
Shower Experience
TSSH - ShowerSense digital deluxe three outlet shower 
lets you enjoy the steam experience whilst having a 
deluxe shower in everyday life. Either the 550 or 450 
Digital Control lets you select either of two different 
shower preset temperatures, gives you total touchscreen 
command over all steam and shower functions, without 
the clutter of multiple shower controls. The ShowerSense 
Valve is easy to install in any position behind the wall and 
is both temperature compensating and pressure balanced 
to optimize user comfort.

£1890
NOTE: Shower valve only, hardware not included

Customize Your 
Shower Experience
The shower controls have 5 different outlet icons which 
can be set by the user to suit the arrangement of each of 
the 3 outlets.

STEAMIST.CO.UK22



The SH-550M lets you control your shower in style plus 
the addition of controlling all your spa options. If you have 
AudioSense you can access the Spotify App.

Spa options sold separately.

£1320 | Polished Chrome

Note: shower sense can be used separately and you do not need to have a steam 
generator. If a generator is required then they will only need a generator control for 
example 550-PC

TSSH

The SH-450 lets you control your shower plus 
the addition of controlling all your spa options.

£720 | Polished Chrome

SH-550M SH-450

550 TRANSITIONAL  
4.1” H x 6.2” W x 0.3” D

SH-550-PC Transitional style also available.Designer Finishes
SH-550M-XX | £1662

Designer Finishes
SH-450-XX | £918
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SM - Range
SM-5 up to100ft2 /2.8m2 | £1644

SM-7 up to 220ft2/6.2m2 | £1752

SM-9 up to 360ft2/10m2 | £1914

SM-12 up to 550ft2/15.6m2 | £3276

SM-15 up to 675ft2/19m2 | £3417

Note: you can only use SM Generators and Controls together. Total Sense Controls or 
Spa Options can only work with a TSG or SMP Generator. 
Our New SM Generators feature black casing compared to our original white casing.

Packages 
Pack A

SM-5 + 150-PC Control + 
3199 Steam Head | £2502

Pack B
SM-7 + 150-PC Control + 
3199 Steam Head | £2610

Pack C
SM-9 + 150-PC Control  + 
3199 Steam Head | £2772
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All the generators have the option to add a drain down feature, which is recommended where heavy usage is expected. 
Hard water areas should consider adding an inline water conditioner to extend the life expectancy. 
The safety valve must be fitted to a discharge pipe. 
The steam outlet pipe must be 22mm and be appropriately insulated. 

120-PC Control

Installation notes: 

150-PC Control

External only ON/OFF control

£390 | Polished Chrome

Internal thermostatic control including 
colour matching 3199 steam head

£858 | Polished Chrome
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Accessories

COOL SENSE COVER

Protective cover for 3199 
Steamhead only
£17 | 3260 

3199R ROUND 
Steamhead Included with 250R controls.

3/4” NPT
5 Finishes*
£222 | 3199R-PC Polished Chrome
£255 | 3199R-XX Designer Finish

3199M MODERN STEAMHEAD 
Included with 550M controls.

3/4” NPT
3 Finishes*
£222 | 3199M-PC Polished Chrome
£255 | 3199M-XX Designer Finish

BILATERAL STEAMHEAD

Projects steam in two directions 
(up and down) for even 
dispersion and user comfort. 
Solid-brass cover plate.

3199 STEAMHEAD

Included with all 550, 450, 250 
Transitional controls.
3/4” NPT
7 Finishes*
£222 | 3199-PC Polished Chrome
£255 | 3199-XX Designer Finish

3/4” NPT
6 Finishes*
Trim: 12” L x 0.95” H x 0.35” D
£330 | BLSH-PC Polished Chrome
£375 | BLSH-XX Designer Finish
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220 ON/OFF CONTROLS

For wall-mounting outside steam 
shower, in conjunction with 550, 450 
or 250 controls. Turns system on 
to either of the two user profiles. 
Steamhead not included.

7 Finishes*

220: 3.7” H x 3.7” W x 0.625” D

220R: 4” Diameter, 0.6” D
£390 | 220R-PC Polished Chrome
£480 | 220R-XX Designer Finish

£390 | 220-PC Polished Chrome
£480 | 220-XX Designer Finish

TILT-UP WOOD SEAT

Natural Teakwood.
Weight capacity 250 lbs /113 kg.

20” W x 13” D

7 Finishes*

£594 | SBS-PC Polished Chrome
£585 | SBS-BN Brushed Nickel
£585 | SBS-ORB Oil-Rubbed Bronze
£585 | SBS-PN Polished Nickel

ADA SEAT

Meets ADA requirements.
Fold-up teakwood seat with 
chrome-plated stainless steel frame.
Weight capacity 250 lbs /113 kg.

24” W x 15” D

£535 | SBS-ADA

PACK OF 6 10ml ESSENTIAL OILS

For placing drops directly on the aroma 
well 3199 Steam Outlet

Pack of 6 £96
| De-congestant | Refreshing
| Invigorate | Relax
| Nightime | Stimulate

AUTO DRAIN

For Total Sense and SM-Range generators
£480 | AD-240

3M EXTENSION CABLE £35.40 | 4010
10M EXTENSION CABLE £58.20 | 4035
16M EXTENSION CABLE £64.20 | 4050

Note: All cables come with a coupler
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BESPOKE
Steam ROOMS
Steamist UK have been building quality bespoke steam 
rooms for residential and the commercial sector for 
hotels, leisure centres, gyms, Spa’s and golf centres. 

Steam rooms can be a very tricky project, whether you 
are building from scratch or simply remodelling. There are 
many variables to consider, such as which materials are 
best to use to ensure that the room is fully sealed when 
in use. The room also needs to allow for rapid expansion 
and contraction as a result of heat gain and loss. Another 
key variable is to find the best location for the equipment, 
that will allow servicing to be carried out if need be, whilst 
still maintaining your stylish vision for the build.

READY TO TILE STEAM ROOMS 

We now offer self-assembly steam rooms ready to accept 
your choice of finish whether it is Marble, Tiles or other 
suitable cladding, constructed of a special cement and 
insulated board 60mm wall thickness are available in 9 
different sizes. However if required we can create unique 
sizes and styles to suit your particular project. 

WHAT’S INCLUDED?

+ Walls, ceiling, benches, tray and waste

+ Steam proof toughened door and glass

+ SM-Range Steamist Generator as standard, 
thermostatic control and light included

+ Steam Outlet box and fixings

* Note Steam generator can be upgraded to Total Sense 
to create the Ultimate Steam Room and the flexibility to 
add Aroma, Audio, Chroma and Shower Sense.
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Steamist SEATING
Buckingham 
Complete 
Seat Section

| £654

With Heating 
Element

| £1836

L 1200 x D 600 x H 964

Hampshire 
Complete 
Seat Section

| £516 

With Heating 
Element

| £1296

L 1200 x D 483 x H 507

Kent 
Complete 
Seat Section

| £1112

With Heating 
Element

| £2376

L 1200 x D 1040 x H 860

Buckingham 
Seat Radius 
Corner

| £1392

L 800 x D 800 x H 964 

Hampshire 
Seat Radius 
Corner

| £744

L 600 x D 600 x H 507 

Kent Seat 
Radius 
Corner

| £2472

L 1500 x D 1500 x H 860 

Buckingham 
Seat Return 
End

| £984

L 600 x D 600 x H 964 

Hampshire 
Seat Return 
End

| £738

L 600 x D 483 x H 507 

Kent Seat 
Return End | £2124 

L 1200 x D 1040 x H 860 
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BARRELLED 
Ceiling MODULES

The barrelled module comes with a 
Buckingham seat as standard, which has a 
backboard for extra comfort. There is only 
1 seat at the back of the Steam Modules 
we can provide u shaped seats in the 
bigger sizes for extra seating if required. 

PACKAGE

1500 x 1200

1800 x 1300

1500 x 1500

1800 x 1500

2100 x 1500

1800 x 1800

2100 x 2100

2400 x 2400

2700 x 2400

PLEASE 
CONTACT US 

FOR MORE 
INFORMATION

E: info@steamist.co.uk

T: 023 8058 3999
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SLOPED 
Ceiling MODULES

The sloped module comes with a 
Hampshire seat as standard, which is a 
minimalistic bench without a back board. 
There is only 1 seat at the back of the Steam 
Modules we can provide u shaped seats in 
the bigger sizes for extra seating if required.

PACKAGE

1500 x 1200

1800 x 1300

1500 x 1500

1800 x 1500

2100 x 1500

1800  x 1800

2100  x 2100

2400 x 2400

2700 x 2400

PLEASE 
CONTACT US 

FOR MORE 
INFORMATION

E: info@steamist.co.uk

T: 023 8058 3999
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WWW.STEAMIST.CO.UK
E: info@steamist.co.uk

T: 023 8058 3999 

Steamist LTD extends a Limited lifetime Warranty on all Residential Steam Generators

2019 Steamist LTD

Note: Prices are Mainland UK Delivered, VAT included (Additional carriage charge for Northern and Southern Ireland) Priced 2022


